For mobile multimedia communications, Quality of Service (QoS) is significantly important. In general it will incur costs to improve QoS. Regarding utility function of cost versus gain for an individual user, it is useful to evaluate relationship between cost such as energy consumption and gain such as QoS. Network operators or service providers could invest more resource facilities to improve QoS that will result in rising users' service fees. User cooperative mobility is one of key technology that do not select between cost and gain tradeoff, but to provide the best solution.
INTRODUCTION
Demand for multimedia communication is rapidly increasing. So far, mobile users requested networks to improve network Quality of Service (QoS) such as throughput, delay and loss rate for multimedia communication quality. Monthly fees of the users could rise up because of increasing CAPEX and OPEX of networks. From networks point of view, it is interesting to reduce CAPEX and OPEX while keeping high QoS. Mobile users should do something to improve their QoS by themselves. User cooperative mobility is a key control for the improvement of QoS without increasing the monthly fees. User cooperative mobility includes user behaviors such as user movement, movement of their portable access points, and selecting alternate roads/trainlines, with the criteria of obtaining higher radio signal, more access point accesses, less radio interferences, and more opportunity of link aggregation. This is so-called a user cooperation to networks. However, unlike traditional cooperation such as wireless relay communication, the cooperation is done not for others' benefits but for the users'.
It is very natural for users to move so as to obtain higher QoS if the QoS is strongly deserved [3] . However, it is not, if the movement cost is more than the gain results from the move. In general it is difficult to decide movement for mobility or not because utility function of cost versus gain of each user differs from user to user. What we should focus on research is to assess the tradeoff between the cost and the gain in user cooperative mobility.
Figure 1. Longcut route
There are several research results reveal the tradeoff and justification of the usefulness of the user cooperative mobility. Wireless LANs can provide high speed access link but has a limited communication area (hot spot). Its throughput depends on the distance between terminals and access point. It is important for mobile users who move from A to B to know which route has better throughput as well as WLAN connectivity. The optimal longcut route is shown in [1] as in Fig. 1 , which suggests candidate routes that have different pairs of throughput and real distance from A to B (see Fig. 2 ). Mobile users can select the route depending on their utility functions. Such user cooperation might prevent network operators from extra cost of adding access points so that this mobility is called "cooperative" [2] . In the hot spot, users can obtain more throughput as less distance to the AP. When mobile users can move toward the AP, they could be happy with more throughputs (Fig. 3) . Performance anomaly in wireless LANs leverage the problem more complicated [4] .
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